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Figure 1: The three-tier IoT-Edge-Cloud hierarchy. Both push-based edge offloading (dotted arrows) and pull-based SaaS (solid
arrows) are shown

As IoT, edge and cloud are evolving into a mature three-tier ecosystem (see Fig. (1)), opportunities
arise for the development of highly scalable, distributed orchestration platforms to support IoT-based
sensing-as-a-service (ISaaS) [18, 13] at scale. This white paper proposes to develop such a platform,
called consumer requeST-SLO( service level objective)-aware resource orchestration for large-scale ISaaS
over IoT-edge-Cloud Hierarchy (STITCH).
Unlike edge offloading [8], a primary application of edge computing, where the IoT data processing
workload is pushed upward through the IoT-edge-cloud hierarchy (see Fig. (1), an ISaaS service starts
with a user/consumer making request to the cloud, which in turn, pulls the IoT sensor data up through
the hierarchy (also see Fig. (1). Of particular interests are Large-scale ISaaS Services (LSSes). An LSS
calls for potentially large volumes of sensed data to be pulled from a huge number of geographically
dispersed IoT devices and edge nodes, simultaneously. We envision that LSSes would emerge as the
dominant ISaaS in terms of data volume, resource demand and economic, social and political significance.
Some examples of LSSes, in decreasing order of time criticality, are earthquake detection and alert [1],
object detection and tracking [7], utility monitoring [10], and data harvesting for business analytics [9].
Some on-demand LSSes may even cause sudden surge of resource demands at large scale and hence,
inflicting tremendous strain on other LSSes and edge offloading applications alike, e.g., finding a missing
child through crowd-sensing and/or surveillance cameras.
Consequently, developing such a platform is challenging, due to the sheer scope and diverse performance requirements of LSSes and the need to honor autonomous edge control of service availability,
and IoT sensor data security and privacy [25]. An LSS job may spawn a huge number of tasks to be
dispatched to geographically dispersed edge nodes and/or IoT devices for sensing, e.g., billions. In most
use cases, the slowest task response time will determine the job response time. This puts a strong requirement on how the compute, storage, and networking resources should be allocated coherently across
the entire hierarchy, in the face of high resource and data variabilities and the need for autonomous
control at the edge.
At the core of STITCH is the development of a highly scalable, distributed, two-level task dispatching,
communication and execution platform, in line with the three-tier IoT-Edge-Cloud hierarchy. Here the
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two levels refer to the core level that covers the cloud and the networking between the cloud and edge
clusters and the edge cluster level with each cluster managing a number of edge nodes, which in turn,
managing different pools of IoT devices, as shown in Fig. (1).
At the core level, upon receiving a job for a given LSS from a user, a STITCH master running in
the cloud decides how many tasks the job needs to spawn and to which edge clusters the tasks should
be dispatched, based on the job requirements. Then it translates the job requirements into the task
requirements, including the performance and resource requirements. Finally it dispatches the tasks,
together with their task requirements, to those edge clusters. Note that the number of tasks per job to
be dispatched is relatively small and hence, scalable. For example, for jobs involving one billion IoTs,
only 1,000 tasks need to be dispatched, assuming that each edge cluster is composed of 100 edge nodes
with each covering an IoT pool of 10,000 IoT devices.
At an edge cluster, a task master running in a central server decides to which edge nodes in the
cluster a received task needs to be dispatched, based on the task requirements and the sensing capabilities
reported by the edge nodes in the cluster. It then queues, schedules, and dispatches the task to and
allocate the needed resources at those edge nodes in the cluster. Finally, depending on the specific
task requirements, an edge node that receives a task may fulfill the task by either directly retrieving the
published sensor data or activate the IoT sensors in its IoT pool for real-time sensing.
Clearly, as long as the task requirements for all the tasks in a job are satisfied, the job requirements
including job SLO will be met. Hence, the key to the success of STITCH is its ability to be able to
accurately translate the job requirements, particularly, the job SLO, for a job into task requirements for
its constituent tasks, so that a complex co-task scheduling problem that involves both co-task execution
and co-flow scheduling is decomposed into distributed task scheduling and task resource allocation
subproblems.
Since the task dispatching at a edge cluster is under the full control of the task master in the cluster,
which in turn, honors autonomous control of the individual IoT pools at the edge, STITCH can enforce
data privacy and security in a scalable fashion.
In the STITCH design, the STITCH master running in the cloud is mainly responsible for job-to-taskrequirement translation and task dispatching. The containerized service provisioning, task scheduling
and management at the edge cluster level will be based on an extension of K3s [2] (a lightweight version
of Kubernetes [3]) to include edge resource provisioning, task queuing and scheduling. The flow control
will be performed over a per-service-based mutlidomain overlay network using SDN for slow timescale
path provisioning and an integrated soft minimum-rate-guaranteed congestion control and load balancing
solution for fast timescale overlay resource allocation. The programmability of OpenFlow switches will
be fully leveraged for fine-grained flow load balancing.
The proposed research will fully leverage our experience gained from job scheduling for datacenter
applications [21, 11]; tail-latency and mean-latency SLO to task budget mapping [16, 14, 15]; congestion
control and load balancing [22, 19]; and TCAM table management [6, 20, 5, 23, 24] and TCAM based
load balancing [12].
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